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Abstract—Stereophonic acoustic echo cancellation has gener- 
ated much interest in recent years due to the nonuniqueness and 
misalignment problems that are caused by the strong interchannel 
signal coherence. In this paper, we introduce a novel adaptive 
filtering approach to reduce interchannel coherence which is based 
on a selective-tap updating procedure. This tap-selection tech- 
nique is then applied to the normalized least-mean-square, affine 
projection and recursive least squares algorithms for stereophonic 
acoustic echo cancellation. Simulation results for the proposed 
algorithms have shown a significant improvement in convergence 
rate compared with existing techniques.in this way we can able 
to overcome the drawbacks and has elobarated furtherly 
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I.      INTRODUCTION 

In the mobile communication environment, the interest in 
hands-free  communication  is  growing  due  to  its 
convenience. There are some problems to use the hands-free 
telephone. The existence of echo signal would make 
conversation difficult. There are several echo signals 
generated from various factors e.g. digital network echo and 
AE (acoustic echo) signal. Most of all, the AE generated 
between loud-speaker signal and near-end speaker signal, 
affects the conversation quality significantly, so the effective 
AEC (acoustic echo canceller) is required for hands-free set. 
NLMS based the  adaptive filtering algorithm is  used for 
AEC because the statistical characteristics of the input signal 
of the AEC and the echo path are change by time [1]. 
Another reason is that AEC algorithm for the hands-free set 
has to work in real time. 

To design the AEC, detecting the DT which means that far- 
end speaker and near-end speaker talk at the same time, is 
very important. The adaptive filter updates the filter 
coefficients using the far-end signal, but in DT section, near- 
end  signal  makes  adaptive  filter  diverge.  Therefore,  the 

In most cases, the adaptive filter converged though the 
echo path change by time. At this time the filter coefficients 
are stored for DT section and when the DT is detected, it is 
used to remove the AE. Despite complex and precise DTD 
algorithms are  used,  there  should be  short  missing time. 
When the echo path changes slowly, the proposed method 
well removes AE with simple DTD algorithm. 
 

II.     ACOUSTIC   CHO 

AE generation process is showed in the Fig. 1. AE arises 
when output speech of a loud-speaker is picked up by 
microphone as the input voice [2]. This AE makes far-end 
speaker hear delayed own voice and it degrades the 
conversation quality. 

Though the echo path is changed by the time delay and 
other environmental factors, the estimated echo signal for 
AEC has similarity with far-end signal. This characteristic is 
used to estimate and remove the AE. In other words, the 
estimated signal for AEC is generated through FIR (finite 
impulse response) filter using the far-end signal as a 
reference signal. 
FIR filter coefficients should not be held because the echo 

path changes easily by the small environmental change. So 
filter coefficients should have the adaptive filter structure 
which can change with AE signal per signal sample. 
Fig. 1 shows the cancellation principle of the AE signal. 

Far-end  signal  f[k]  from  the  loud-speaker  becomes  echo 
signal e[k]. Echo signal e[k] and near-end signal n[k] are the 
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adaptive filter coefficients have to be controlled by the DTD. 
Especially, the detection of starting point of DT section is 
more important. To detect this point, many complex 
algorithms are used now, but for the real time system, we 
propose the AEC without heavy DTD algorithm. 

AEC Near-end 
n[k] 

 
 
 
Figure. 1 Acoustic Echo 
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Figure. 4 Far-end signal, near-end signal 
and impulse responses (h1, h2) used in the simulation 

Fig.  shows simulation results for the normalized misalign- 
ment with different values of magnitude weighting (           0.1, 
0.7, 0.9, 1.0). In this example, the input is a zero mean WGN 
sequence with adaptive filters having six taps per channel and 
for every iteration, three taps are updated (          ,            ). The 
relationship between impulse responses     and     with lengths 
is again determined by (15) with                               . The im- 
pulse responses     and     are taken from a WGN sequence and 
are of lengths               . This choice of       and       allows us 
to study the adaptive filters which uniquely determine the un- 
known system while minimizing the misalignment caused by 
undermodeling. The normalized misalignment for only one of 
the two channels is plotted for each case of        for reasons of 
clarity. Uncorrelated measurement noise is added to         such 

 
 

It has been shown in Section  that exclusive tap-selection 
can improve the conditioning of the adaptive filtering in SAEC. 
We wish to develop an adaptive filtering scheme which makes 
use of this concept without degrading convergence due to par- 
tial adaptation. We now, therefore, formulate the joint optimiza- 
tion problem of maximizing the MMax criterion, determined by 

 
that far-end speaker and near-end speaker talk at the same 
time,  is  happened,  the  adaptive  filter  diverges  not  to 
estimate the echo path due to the near-end signal. 
Furthermore    abnormal    status    that    echo    removing 
performance of the AEC is degraded suddenly, would be 
occurred by rapid change of the echo path and input signal 
power  as  well  as  DT.  Therefore  the  reason  for  the 
performance degradation of the AEC should be revealed and 
when it is for DT, filter coefficients not be updated. 

There are several methods to detect DT. For example, there 
are the Geigel algorithm [5] using the power ratio of m[k] 
and f[k], the cross-correlation method and the normalized 
cross correlation method. The Geigel algorithm decides the 
existence of the near-end voice whenever 

 
T[k] = max{|Fk|}/|m[k]| < λ1                                       (6) 

 
where T[k] and λ1 are the test statistic and the predetermined 
threshold for the Geigel algorithm. The method using 
correlation between microphone signal and residual error 
signal is used as the correlation method. The correlation is 
defined as following 

 
Rmr[k+1] = (1- βhigh) Rmr[k] + βhighm[k] r[k] ≥  λ2,          (7) 

Rmr[k] ≥ Rmr[k-1] 
 

Rmr[k+1] = (1- βlow) Rmr[k] + βlowm[k] r[k] ≥  λ2, 
Rmr[k] <Rmr[k-1] 

 
 
 
 
where λ2, βhigh and βlow are the arbitrary threshold for 
correlation method, forgetting factors for the correlation [2]. 
These methods detect most DT section, but it is hard to 
detect start and end point of DT section precisely through 
these methods [6]. Especially, finding the start point is more 
important because if DTD misses the DT for very short time, 
the filter coefficients would be distorted at that time. 
Moreover, during DT,  the  filter  coefficients are  held,  so 
distorted  filter  coefficients can  be  used  continuously and 
there are remained AE in microphone signal. 
In this paper, the method to prevent this problem is 

proposed. Fig. 3 shows the flow chart of the proposed AEC. 
Whatever good DTD is used, DTD detects DT when the 
power of near-end signal reaches the sufficient power to 
detect. Near-end voice does not appear as like impulsive 
signal, its power grows and appears. During this growing 
time, DTD would miss the DT and filter coefficients are 
distorted. Therefore when the adaptive filter is converged, 
the proposed method stores the filter coefficients     k  as the 
converged filter coefficient Wcon. When DTD detects the DT, 
performs the adaptive filtering with Wcon. We can know the 
convergence of the adaptive filter from ERLE (echo return 
loss enhancement). CT block performs convergence test of 
the filter coefficient based on the ERLE which is described 
as [7] 
 

ERLE[k] (dB) = 10log10(||Mk||2/||Rk||2) > ζ          (8) 
 
where ζ is the threshold for ERLE. Continuous storing Wcon 
is very burden work, so the storing period M is required. 
The proposed method utilizes past filter coefficient, so there 
would be estimation error. However in the case that the 
storing period M is short, Wcon  can follow the change of 
echo path. If the appropriate M is determined considering 
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Figure. 6 Remained echo power using the distant filter coefficients 
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Figure. 8 the microphone signal with impulse responses (h1 and h2), 

ERLE and power of the remained echo 

Figure. 7 Output signal and remained echo using proposed method 

 
the  DTD method and  echo path changing time,  we  can 
expect better performance during DT section. Moreover, in 
the view of the computational complex, the proposed 
method gives only simple periodical ERLE calculation. To 
evaluate the echo removing performance during DT, the 
remained echo signal is defined 

 
10log10(|s[k]- n[k]|2) = Pe[k] (dB)                    (9) 

 
where s[k] and Pe[k] are the output signal of AEC and the 
remained echo signal. 

 
V.     SIMULATION RESULTS 

In Fig.4, the far-end signal, the near-end signal and the 
impulse responses of the AE are described. Voice signals 
used in simulation are 8 kHz sampled. The echo path is 
obtained based on [8] and its maximum delay is 32ms. The 
order of the adaptive filter is 256. 

Fig. 5 shows the microphone signal and DT section, ERLE 
and power of the residual echo with DTD using the 
correlation method. The echo path h1 is used.   DTD well 
detects the DT section however there is the remained echo 
signal. Reason for the remained echo is distortion of the 
filter coefficients during the voice growing time referred in 
section IV. 

Fig. 6 shows the remained echo power when the distant 
filter coefficients from start point of the DT section are used 
over sample unit distance. When the  sample distance is 
longer than about 800, the remained echo power is almost 
zero. Therefore we used M = 800. Depending on the people, 
the voice growing time is expected to be different and the 
precision of  the  DTD is  also  different. Fig.7 shows the 
output  signal  and  power  of  remained  echo  using  the 

proposed method. The remained echo during DT section is 
significantly lower than Fig. 5. 

Fig. 8 describes the microphone signal that experience two 
impulse responses (h1 and h2), ERLE and power of the 
remained echo. When the echo path is changed (k=60000), 
ERLE is fall suddenly, the filter coefficient adapts again for 
short time and ERLE reaches about 10dB again (ζ=10). 
During DT section, the Pe is higher than Fig. 7. The reason 
for this performance degradation is that Wcon  in Fig.7 is 
stored when ERLE is very high. However, in Fig. 8, the 
proposed method shows better performance than 
conventional method though the echo path is changed. 
 

VI.    CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we proposed the AEC method to enhance the 
conversation quality for hands-free set. To compensate the 
missed DT section during voice growing time, the method 
using stored past adaptive filter coefficients is proposed. 
The proposed method stores the converged filter coefficient 
periodically and uses the stored filter coefficient when DT is 
detected. The  performance of  the  proposed method well 
removes the echo signal during DT. Moreover when the 
echo path is changed, it works well and the performance of 
the AEC is enhanced without complex DT detection 
algorithms. This method can work in real time because it 
gives few computational overhead which is the periodical 
calculation of ERLE. To prove the working of proposed 
method in  real  time, it  will  be  implemented using DSP 
board. 
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